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OUTREACH UPDATE INDIA TRANSPORTATION 

 

A few weeks ago I shared about Pastor Dalbeer and Sunita his wife and Sourav 

and some ministry workers being in a landslide.  Everyone was kept safe but the 

van was damaged.  The van didn’t look too bad but Pastor said the steering was 

off.  When they got the van to the shop they were told that it would cost more to 

fix it than it was worth.  The mechanic said that the engine was beyond repair due 

to a broken shaft.  Somehow in the landslide the engine had gotten damaged and 

it caused an oil leak.  The van would not even start and had to be towed in to the 

shop.  So we had to make a choice to spend to repair it with a new engine that 

would cost almost more than the van was worth now.  Our other choice was to 

get something else for Pastor to drive.  He originally had wanted a jeep back in 

2016 but settled for the van.  Pastor felt the jeep was better suited for the 

mountains and the type of terrain they are driving on there.  With the amount the 

dealership allowed for our trade in, we were able to scrape up enough to put with 

it to get Pastor that jeep.  It will take some time to pay it off but we are trusting 

God for provision.   

 

This is on the day they got the jeep.  Pictured from left to right is: Pastor Sunita, 

Pastor Dalbeer, 2 men from dealership, Sourav, Sonali and Shamyra. 
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Here is Pastor and Shamyra and Pastor Sunita wearing Three Hearts T-shirts with 

the new jeep on their way to minister in the villages.  He said Shamyra had fun 

with the other children. 

 

Here are some pictures that Pastor took upon returning home one night from 

ministering at the villages. 
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Thank you all for standing with us and helping to support us in the work God has 

called us to.  Praise God He made a way for Pastor Dalbeer and his family to have 

reliable transportation to continue spreading the gospel in India. 
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Here is what Pastor Dalbeer shared about getting the jeep: 

I have faith in Him that we’re ever the tyre of the jeep goes the gospel of God 

goes. With Christ love Pastor Dalbeer Singh & Family 

And as always he thanks you all for your love, support and prayers. 

We pray this jeep will serve the ministry for a long time to come.  It is a blessing 

for sure.  Thank you and God bless you all. 

 

 


